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We bring to mind the words of Queen Elizabeth II, change is constant, echoing the
Metamorphōses of Ovid and his lament on the finality of death.

Esse

In the void there is emptiness.

The hero, beset amongst lizards, strikes one down, the next, and then
finds the same resprung. His feet on the ground, the master has met the
enemy and wiped his sword clean. The hero, enraged by the smell of his
sister’s blood, cuts a swathe through the field. Sitting on a tree branch, the
master surveys the corpses and finishes lunch. The hero, breathing deeply,
flies through the foe. Resting gently, the master sights a far off eagle. The
hero, composed, severs the tide. The master washes his face.

The swords, solid, sit on the bedroom wall. The swords, whistling, return
to their sheath.

My heart beats, am I changing?

Bella

The enemy has failed to cut you down and has left a trail.

The master, forever focused, has men hobble the horses, collect water,
prepare the fire, and chop the food. The watch patrols the perimeter and
sits in wait.
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A single interaction, simpliciter, can be apportioned costs and benefits. When the cost
outweighs the benefit, all lose, otherwise there may be mutual benefit. The master,
mindful of his zen, might hold his head high and not chase a thief. The thief sells the
stolen gem to the master’s cousin and is cut down.

The child, the youngling, not yet constant, is driven by whims and de-
lights. First a prayer wheel, then a doll, then a wall of rocks in the stream.

The actions of the child are superficial with no sight but the present. A guardian can
protect the child by providing lessons and boundaries.

Xie How shall I get that rock into the hole when it is so far away?

Hao Take a swing.

Xie The rock is not yet in the hole. How shall I get that rock into the hole when it is so
far away?

Hao Take a swing over that way.

Xie You told me to get the rock in the hole. That is not towards the hole.

Hao Take a swing over that way.

Xie The rock is not yet in the hole. How shall I get that rock into the hole when I
cannot see it?

Hao Take a swing over that way.

The child becomes miserable when exploited. The master cuts down the tyrant.

Hammurabai Dip that bucket in the stream.

Onami Yes, sir.

Hammurabai How dare you use that tone.

Onami Yes, sir.

Hammurabai Do you mean to tell me that you looked at my daughter?

Onami No, sir.

Hammurabai I cannot believe you. You must now fashion me a sleeping mat.

Onami Yes, sir.

Hammurabai I am displeased. Carry that bucket to the tower and bring me my comb.

Onami Yes, sir.
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